
Introduction to practicals
project

Mapping tranquillity and potential 
wind energy



Geo 243
• Last semester you (nearly!) all learned 

how to use GeoMedia, and carry out 
simple operations

• In the last exercise you combined many 
of these simple operations to carry out a 
Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE) – where 
you identified ideal habitat for some 
animal

• The methods you used were simple – but 
the basic ideas were typical of elements 
of GIS



Using GIS for making decisions

• GIS can form part of spatial decision making

• Typical real-world approaches involve modelling 
some attributes which vary over space, and 
integrating multiple attributes to identify 
optimum sites

• This information is then presented to decision 
makers

• Who are Swiss decision makers?



Spatial Decision Support Systems(SDSS)

• People make decisions (either rationally or 
irrationally!)

• SDSS can be thought of as the tools or process 
that decision makers can use to help them in 
making decisions through:

– visualising the problem

– defining relationships between factors

– predicting outcomes through modelling

– evaluating how sensitive decisions are to changes in  
individual factors (and also to uncertainty)

– visualising spatial relationships between potential 
sites

• The following diagram visualises a framework for 
SDSS 
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What does it all mean!!

• SDSS aims to support, not replace, decision 
makers! 

• The diagram show the steps in the process of 
SDSS and divides them up into three phases:
– The intelligence phase – here raw data are 

collected, processed and visualised. The decision 
maker can utilise exploratory spatial analysis 
techniques to clearly identify the problem

– The design phase – here a set of possible 
alternatives are identified through use of a range of 
techniques 

– The choice phase – finally we evaluate the 
alternatives – perhaps one is chosen, or a range are 
delivered to decision makers



Important aside

• In real applications of SDSS, much of the effort 
is invested in data acquisition, preparation 
and integration

• Typically, we have to model particular attributes, 
often using complex models

• Presenting results to decision makers is also 
an important, and challenging part of the 
process

• SDSS is much more than simple MCE

• We’ll discuss this more later in the course



Two possible project themes

• Tranquillity • Wind power



Mapping tranquillity

• What is tranquillity – Gelassenheit; Rühe??

“Tranquillity is primarily a natural resource. It reflects the

degree to which human beings experience the environment

unhindered by disruptive noise, movement and artificial

lighting and structures. In a densely populated, heavily

built-up country like England it is scarce and its distribution

is uneven.”



Background and aims

• The Campaign to Protect Rural England carried 
out a real study to quantify tranquillity over all 
of England

• The aims were to “develop ways of identifying, 
measuring and mapping tranquillity so that 
it can be integrated fully into public policy 
decisions”

• This is important because, in general, it is hard 
to include “feelings” in planning decisions…



Basic methodology

• Initial pilot studies for small areas in the North 
of England

• Two key steps:

– Survey to ascertain what tranquillity means to people 
and factors that added or diminished it…

– Using basic Multi-Criteria Evaluation (MCE) 
techniques (as in Geo243) weighted factors and 
produced a “tranquillity map”



Finding out what tranquillity is

• Carried out through participative research
(interviews, questionnaires, group work) to 
study 4 key questions

– What is tranquillity?

– What adds to it?

– What is not tranquillity?

– What lessens it?

• Look at thresholds for intrusion on tranquillity 
(audible and visual) – when do things 
significantly disturb us?



Study area(s)

Pilot study (compared two areas)

Main study for all of England at 500m
resolution



Results of tranquillity survey

What tranquillity is – the top

8 survey responses

1. Seeing a natural landscape

2. Hearing birdsong

3. Hearing peace and quiet

4. Seeing natural looking 
woodland

5. Seeing the stars at night

6. Seeing streams

7. Seeing the sea

8. Hearing natural sounds

What tranquillity is not – the

top 8 survey responses

1. Hearing constant noise from 
cars, lorries and/or motorbikes

2. Seeing lots of people

3. Seeing urban development

4. Seeing overhead light pollution

5. Hearing lots of people

6. Seeing low flying aircraft

7. Hearing low flying aircraft

8. Seeing power lines

These criteria must be operationalised



Example - Perceived naturalness

Perceived naturalness based 
on survey results for 
different landcovers
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• Cell ends up with a 
naturalness score

• Which is more 
natural – Irchelpark 
or Uetliberg?

• Mean value for a 
3x3 window is used 
to take account of 
this…



Openness

• Openness was considered to be associated with 
tranquillity

• One measure of openness is how much we can 
see from a point

• This was calculated with DEMs through 
calculating for every cell how many cells were 
visible…

• We will return to the idea of visibility in the 
lecture on viewsheds…



• Look at the map on 
the left

• Which factors do 
you think are the 
most important?

• Do you think all 
factors are 
independent of each 
other?

Results



Source for the above examples

You can find a short and detailed technical report

(where all the images came from) on this work at:

http://www.northumbria.ac.uk/static/5007/lifepdfs/ap
pdf/Tranq_Main_Technical_Rep.pdf (Detailed 
technical report on pilot study)

http://www.cpre.org.uk/resources/countryside/tranqu
il-places/item/1855-

(Shorter report on main study)

Could we apply this model directly in

Switzerland?

http://www.northumbria.ac.uk/static/5007/lifepdfs/appdf/Tranq_Main_Technical_Rep.pdf
http://www.cpre.org.uk/resources/countryside/tranquil-places/item/1855-


Wind energy

• Most European countries have 
commitments to increase use of 
renewable energy

• One potential source is wind 
energy

• The siting of wind farms is 
controversial 

• The question – where can we 
put wind farms?

• Who might care about this 
question?

Image from: http://www.bwea.org/ukwed/print-map-operational.htmlNews report

http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/science-environment-13383917


http://wales.gov.uk/topics/planning/planningresearch/publishedresearch/meetingtarget/?lang=en

http://wales.gov.uk/topics/planning/planningresearch/publishedresearch/meetingtarget/?lang=en




Using the literature

• It is important that you use literature to justify 
choices and choose a focus

• Think broadly – for example tranquillity can be 
linked to ecosystem services

• You’ll find a recently published special issue on 
renewable energy here: 
http://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijgi/special_issues
/renewable-energy-ijgi#published

• Both of these questions are also highly 
political – big changes in UK policy with respect 
to onshore wind power

http://www.mdpi.com/journal/ijgi/special_issues/renewable-energy-ijgi#published


Summary

• Your aim is to model either tranquillity or 
potential for wind energy for Kanton Bern

• You don’t need to decide which right away

• In the practicals, we will introduce useful 
techniques before you work independently 
on a solution

• You have lots of freedom in developing a 
solutions – to get a good mark you should use 
it!

• Ask us if anything is unclear...


